www.whizfreedom.com

freedom

for when nature calls

. Hygienic, antibacterial, latex-free, medical grade material
. Soft and comfortable, easy to use urine director
. Liquid repellent, flick to dry
. Lightweight, flexible, easy to store and carry
. Re-usable, machine washable and recyclable
Used by women all over the world for convenience, travel, sport or
medical needs. The perfect accessory for backpacking, festivals
and a wide range of outdoor and sporting activities.

Every woman should have one TM
for when nature calls

freedom

Giving all women the freedom to wee
standing, sitting or crouching, indoors or
outdoors, at their convenience without
the need to remove clothing.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
SEE OVERLEAF, OR VISIT

www.whizfreedom.com

When is a Whiz® used?
* In the outdoors:
* During sporting activities:
* When toilets are unclean:
* To avoid huge queues:
* By the mobility impaired:
* In every day life:
* In clinical situations:

Camping, hiking, hill walking, mountaineering
Sailing, skiing, canoeing, scuba diving, running, biking
Events, public loos, clubbing, gas stations, travelling
Festivals, stadiums, public events, outdoor shows, public buildings
When toilets are unavailable or difficult to use
Traffic jams, on holiday, when you simply get caught short
During pregnancy, arthritis, kidney evaluation.+
+ For all medical uses, including incontinence, see website or contact us.
Manufactued & Distributed by: JBOL Ltd
1 Folly Bridge
Oxford OX1 4LB, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1865 240572
Fax: +44 (0) 1865 246565
www.jbol.co.uk
info@jbol.co.uk

Authorised Representative:
Freedomatlast Ltd, Park Manor,
Upper Mallow St. Limerick, Ireland
www.whizaway.com - info@whizaway.com
CE marked and FDA approved
Available on NHS prescription
Whiz is a registered trademark of Jbol Ltd.
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Patents Granted: GB2362577
GB2396819, GB23855276
UK Reg. Design: 2100623, 2103229
International Patent Application:
01/74275, PCT/GB2003/000472
Further patents pending © JBOL Ltd. Nov 2009

Instructions for Use
Thank you for buying the Whiz® freedom.

®

1. Hold the Whiz snugly against the body as shown

Important: Always position the Whiz with the broad area of the shield
pointing upwards. Held correctly the Whiz® will not leak and stays
completely dry on the exterior. Keep the nozzle pointed downwards and
away from the body. Do not share a Whiz® with others.
Uses: For the hygienic voiding and disposal of urine as a urine director; for
women with continence issues; for renal or transplant patients; for men
with penile amputation or retraction; for transgenders;
for women with mobility issues or during pregnancy;
and for when wcs are dirty or unavailable.
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For full list of uses/users visit: www.whizfreedom.com

Hold your Whiz® this way up

®

®

2-3. Best positions when using the Whiz

®

Tips on using the Whiz®:(1) Find your most comfortable position: The Whiz® is easy to use, but still
try it for the first time in the privacy of your home (in a shower for example)
to find the best and most comfortable position for you – standing, sitting or
crouching.
(2) No need to undress: the Whiz® can be used with a skirt, or trousers
with a zip, without the need to undress, or lower clothing to the ankle.
Simply pull your underwear to one side, or slightly lower it, and then wee
normally through the Whiz® aiming away from the body.
(3) Attaching a connector tube: (an accessory from whizfreedom.com):
Useful if you are in a confined space, mobility impaired, or need to use a
drainage bag. Push the end of the Whiz® nozzle inside the connector tube.
It will be a tight fit. After usage shake the connector tube before storage.
Remember to always position the end of the connector tube and drainage
bag/bottle lower than the Whiz®.

4. Using the Whiz without undressing

(4) Medical needs. If you are bed bound attach a connector tube and
either lie on your back and elevate your pelvis with a cushion, or roll onto
your side and tuck your upper leg closer to your torso than your bottom
leg. Hold the Whiz® in place and make sure the Whiz® and tube slant
downwards. If you are in a chair or a wheelchair edge forward to the front
of the seat with the Whiz® (and tube if applicable) slanting downwards.

For free downloadable tips, full medical IFU, brochures,
other uses and testimonials from users, visit
www.whizfreedom.com

Caring for your Whiz®:(i) Replacement: The Whiz® is liquid repellent, washable
and re-usable (by a single person). Given the intimate
nature of the Whiz® we recommend replacing it every
year, or after extensive use. NOTE: urine is sterile when it exits the body
and poses no health hazard to the user.
(ii) Cleaning: After use, one flick and the Whiz® will be dry. Once home, the
Whiz® should be rinsed in water. It can also be washed with regular
washing up liquid, or in a washing machine (up to 40°C).
(iii) Storage: The Whiz® is light-weight and flexible. It can easily be rolled, or
folded. The material will spring back to its original shape as long as it is not
kept distorted for long periods. Always store your Whiz® unrolled.
Bags and other accessories are available from www.whizfreedom.com

Updates: Enjoy your Whiz® and feel free to give us your feedback. Product
and accessories updates are available at www.whizfreedom.com
Technical: The Whiz® is made from a medical-grade thermoplastic elastomer, which includes an anti-bacterial agent. It is hydrophobic (liquid
repellent) and latex free. It is CE marked, FDA approved and is available on
NHS prescription in the UK.

The Whiz® is patent and design right granted and
protected. The manufacturer JBOL Ltd, have taken every care and
attention to ensure that the Whiz® freedom works as
effectively as possible. However, under no
circumstances will JBOL Ltd be held liable
for any damage, injury or inability to
use the Whiz® freedom.

